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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
In many literatures, several iterative schemes for fixed points of nonexpansive 
mappings have been studied. 
In 1953, Mann([3]) proposed the following iterative scheme for nonexpansive 
mappings. 
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, where )1,0(}{},{},{ nnn cba . 
In 2016, Sahu([12]) and Thakur([16]) introduced the following iterative scheme 
for nonexpansive mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces and proved that 
this scheme converges to a fixed point of a contraction mapping faster than all the 
known iterative schemes. 
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On the other hand, in recent years some new generalized nonexpansive 
mappings have been introduced and fixed point theorems and convergence 
theorems for such mappings have been studied. 
In 2008, Suzuki([15]) defined a new kind of generalized nonexpansive 
mappings, (C )-mapping. 
Definition 1 ([15]) Let T  be a mapping on the subset C  of a Banach space. 
T  is said to satisfy the condition (C )(or T  is a (C )-mapping) if it satisfies 
the following property for all Cyx , . 
.
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Since then, several existence theorems and convergence theorems for a fixed 
point of (C )-mappings have been developed. In 2019, [5] introduced (**) for (C )-
mappings in uniformly convex Banach spaces to prove the convergence theorems 
to a fixed point and gave a numerical example to show that this scheme converges 
faster than other schemes. 
Also, fixed point theorems and convergence theorems for monotone generalized 
nonexpansive mappings in partially ordered Banach spaces have been studied. 
In 2017, [14] defined another new kind of monotone generalized nonexpansive 
mapping, monotone generalized  -nonexpansive mappings, and obtained 
convergence and existence theorems of the scheme (*) in uniformly convex 
partially ordered Banach spaces. 
All results mentioned above are all obtained in Banach space. However, reality 
problems are not all given in Banach spaces. For this reason, scientists defined a 
more general space than Banach space, hyperbolic metric space, and studied fixed 
point theorems and convergence theorems for nonexpansive mappings and its 
generalization on such space. 
In this paper, we prove the fixed point theorem and convergence theorems of the 
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iterative scheme (**) for monotone generalized –nonexpansive mappings and give 
a numerical example to show that (**) converges faster than (*). Also we give its 
application to an integral equation. 
Here are some basic concepts. 
Definition 2 ([9]) Let ),( X  be a metric space. Assume that the mapping 
XXXH  ]1,0[:  satisfies the following conditions for all Xzwvu ,,,  
and ]1,0[,  . 
1. );,(),()1()),,(,( vzuzvuHz    
2. );,()),,(),,,(( vuvuHvuH    
3. );1,,(),,(   uvHvuH  
4. );,(),()1()),,(),,,(( wzvuwvHzuH    
Then ),,( HX   is said to be a hyperbolic metric space.  
We write vuvuH   )1(),,(  as well. 
Every linear normed space is a hyperbolic metric space and Hadamard 
manifold([2]) and Hilbert open unit ball equipped with the hyperbolic metric([4]) 
are examples of hyperbolic metric spaces which are not normed spaces. 
Let Y  be a subset of hyperbolic metric space X . Y  is said to be convex if 
Yvu   )1(  holds, for any Yvu ,  and ]1,0[ . 
Let ),,( E  be a partially ordered hyperbolic metric space equipped with the 
partial order  . Then for any Eba , , we denote order intervals as follows. 
}:{:],(},:{:),[ buEubuaEua   
Throughout this paper, we assume that these order intervals are closed and 
convex. 
Definition 3 ([6]) Let be a hyperbolic metric space. For any Ea  and 
]2,0(,0  r , we define the mapping ]1,0(]2(0,)(0,:   as follows. 
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If 0),(  r  holds for any ]2,0(,0  r , then E  is said to be uniformly 
convex. And the mapping   is called modulus of uniform convexity.   is said 
to be monotone if it decreases with r  for a fixed  . 
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Definition 4 ([14]) Let }{ nx  
be a bounded sequence of a hyperbolic space E . 
For Ex , we set the asymptotic radius of }{ nx  relative to x  as follows. 
),(suplim:}){,( xxxxr n
n
n 

 . 
The asymptotic radius of }{ nx  relative to C  is defined by 
}}){,({inf:}){,( CxxxrxCr nn  . 
The asymptotic center of }{ nx  relative to C  is the set 
}}){,(}){,({:}){,( nnn xCrxxrCxxCA  . 
It is well known that }){,( nxCA  consists only one point with respect to any 
closed convex subset in complete uniformly convex hyperbolic space with 
monotone modulus of uniform convexity([10]). 
Definition 5 ([1]) Let C  be a nonempty subset of a hyperbolic space ),( E . 
If for any Cx , there exists a bounded sequence Exn }{  such that 
),(suplim)( xxx n
n


 , 
then the function ),0[: C  is called a type function. 
We know that every bounded sequence generates a unique type function. 
In uniformly convex hyperbolic space, a type function on a closed convex 
subset is continuous and has a unique minimum point([1]). 
Definition 6 ([8]) Let ),( E  be a hyperbolic metric space. A bounded 
sequence Exn }{  is said to  converge to Ez , if z  is a unique 
asymptotic center of every subsequence }{
jn
x  of }{ nx . 
We can see that }{ nx  Δ-converges to a point Ez , if z  is unique and the 
type function generated by every subsequence }{
jn
x  of }{ nx  attains its infmum 
at z . 
Definition 7 ([13]) A map CCT :  is said to satisfy condition ( I ), if there is 
a nondecreasing function ),0[),0[: h  with 0)0( h  and 0)( rh  for any 
0r , such that  
)))(,((),( TFxdhTxxd  , 
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for all Cx , where )}(:)({inf))(,( TFppx,dTFxd  . 
Definition 8 ([14]) Let CCT :  be a mapping on a nonempty subset C  of 
a partially ordered metric space ),,( E . T  is said to be monotone if for any 
Cyx ,  with yx  , TyTx   holds. 
T  is said to be a monotone generalized  -nonexpansive mapping if it is 
monotone and there exists )1,0[  such that the following property is satisfied 
for any with Cyx ,  with yx  . 
).,()21(),(),(),(),(),(
2
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Every monotone ( C )-mapping is a monotone generalized  -noexpansive 
mapping. And every monotone generalized  -noexpansive mapping is monotone 
quasi-nonexpansive([14]). 
 
2. Existence theorem 
In this section, we establish the existence theorem for monotone generalized 
 -noexpansive mappings in uniformly convex partially ordered hyperbolic space. 
In a hyperbolic space, (**) is defined as follows. 
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, where )1,0(}{},{},{ nnn cba . 
First we give some useful lemmas. 
The following lemma shows the property of monotone generalized  -
noexpansive mappings, which can be proved similarly to lemma 3.8 in [14]. 
Lemma 1 Let C  be a nonempty subset of a partially ordered hyperbolic space 
),,( E  and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -noexpansive mapping 
on C . Then for any Cyx ,  such that x  and y  are comparable, the following 
inequality holds. 
).,(),(
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Theorem 1 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  and CCT :  be a monotone 
generalized  -noexpansive mapping on C . Assume that there exists a bounded 
sequence Cxn }{  with )( nnnn xTxTxx   for all Nn , and there exists 
Cx  such that )( nn xxxx   for all Nn . If 0),(inflim 

nn
n
Txx , then T  
has a fixed point. 
Proof Assume that nn Txx   for all Nn . Since 0),(inflim 

nn
n
Txx , there 
exists a subsequence }{
kn
x  of }{ nx  such that 0),(lim 
 kk
nn
k
Txx . 
}:{: xxCxC
jnj
  is closed convex and from the assumption jCC  :  
is a nonempty and closed convex subset of C . Since T  is monotone, for any 
Cy , we have TyTxx jj nn   for all Nj . Hence we have  CCT )( . 
Let ),0[: C  be a type function generated by }{ knx . Then   has a 
unique minimum point z . Now we prove that z  is a fixed point. 
From lemma 1, we have 
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Therefore, from the uniqueness of z , we have Tzz  .                  □ 
Remark 1 Theorem 4.8 in [14] is the special case of Theorem 1 when the space 
is a uniformly convex Banach space, that is, Theorem 1 generalizes Theorem 4.8 in 
[14]  
Lemma 2 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  and CCT :  be a monotone 
mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  such that 11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) 
and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). Then  
1 nnn xTxx ( nnn xTxx 1 ) 
holds for any Nn . 
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Proof Assume that . From the definition of (**) and the convexity of order 
intervals, we have 
.21211
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Hence we have 2211 TxxTxx  .  
By inductive way, we obtain 1 nnn xTxx  for all Nn .             □ 
Theorem 2 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a uniformly convex 
partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  and CCT :  be a monotone 
generalized  -noexpansive mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  
such that 11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). Let }{ nx  
be bounded and there exists Cx  such that )( nn xxxx   for all Nn , and 
0),(inflim 

nn
n
Txx . Then T  has a fixed point. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we can prove the result easily.      □ 
 
3. Convergence theorems 
In this section, we establish  convergence and strong convergence theorems 
of (**) for a monotone generalized  -nonexpansive mapping. 
First we give some useful lemmas. 
Lemma 3 ([7]) Let E  be a uniformly convex hyperbolic space with monotone 
modulus of uniform convexity and 10  bsa n  for all 1n . And assume 
that }{ nx  and }{ ny  are sequences in E  such that 
dzysxs
dzydzxd
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
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for Ez . 
Then we have 0),(lim 

nn
n
yx . 
Lemma 4 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a partially ordered 
hyperbolic space ),,( E  and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -
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noexpansive mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  such that 
11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). If T  has a fixed 
point in C  and )( 11 xppx   for any fixed point p , then the limit 
),(lim pxn
n


 exists. 
Proof Assume that 11 Txx  . Since T  is monotone, we have 
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By inductive way, we have pxn   for all Nn . Since T  is monotone 
quasi-nonexpansive, we have 
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From (1) and (2), we have 
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Therefore, the sequence }),({ pxn  is decreasing and bounded below. So the 
limit ),(lim pxn
n


 exists.                                           □ 
Lemma 5 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a complete uniformly 
convex partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  with monotone modulus of 
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uniform convexity and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -noexpansive 
mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  such that 11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) 
and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). If T  has a fixed point in C  and 
)( 11 xppx   for any fixed point p , then 0),(lim 

nn
n
Txx . 
Proof Form lemma 4, ),(lim pxn
n


 exists. Set 
dpxn
n


),(lim  .                     (3) 
Then from (1), (2) and (3), we have 
dpxpz n
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n
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
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dpxpy n
n
n
n


),(suplim),(suplim  . 
Since a monotone generalized  -noexpansive mapping is monotone quasi-
nonexpansive, we have 
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Similarly we have 
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Then from (5)-(7) and lemma 3, we have 
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, from (8) we have 0),(lim 1 

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and by taking limits on both sides, we have the following from (6). 
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Hence we obtain 
),)1((lim),(lim pTxcxcpzd nnnn
n
n
n


           (9) 
Therefore, from (4), (9) and lemma 3, we have 0),(lim 

nn
n
Txx .       □ 
Theorem 3 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a complete 
uniformly convex partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  with monotone 
modulus of uniform convexity and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -
noexpansive mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  such that 
11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). If T  has a fixed 
point in C  and )( 11 xppx   for any fixed point p , then }{ nx  
 converges to a fixed point. 
Proof From lemma 4, for any fixed point p , ),(lim pxn
n


 exists. So }{ nx  is 
bounded and the asymptotic center of }{ nx  with respect to C  is a unique point 
Cz 0 . Let z  be the asymptotic center of any subsequence }{ knx  of }{ nx  with 
respect to C . Now we prove that z  is a fixed point. 
From lemma 5, 0),(lim 

nn
n
Txx . Then from lemma 1, we have 
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By the uniqueness of an asymptotic center, we have Tzz  . 
Now we prove that zz 0 . 
Assume that zz 0 , then we have the following from the definition of an 
asymptotic center. 
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This is a contradiction, so zz 0 . 
Therefore }{ nx   converges to Cz .                            □ 
Theorem 4 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a complete 
uniformly convex partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  with monotone 
modulus of uniform convexity and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -
noexpansive mapping on C . Assume that there exists Cx 1  such that 
11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). If T  has a fixed 
point in C  and )( 11 xppx   for any fixed point p , then }{ nx  converges to 
a fixed point if and only if  
0))(,(inflim 

TFxd n
n
 
, where )}(:),({inf))(,( TFppxTFxd nn   . 
Proof Necessity is clear. 
Assume that 0))(,(inflim 

TFxd n
n
. First we prove that )(TF  is closed. 
Assume that a sequence }{ nz  of )(TF converges to Cz .  
Since ),(0),(
2
1
zzTzz nnn    for all Nn , we have 
).,()1(),(
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




 
That is ),(),( zzTzz nn   . So )(TFz  and )(TF  is closed. 
Since 0))(,(inflim 

TFxd n
n
, for any sequence }{ kz  of )(TF , there exists a 
subsequence }{
kn
x  of }{ nx  such that for all Nk , 
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By triangle inequality, we have 
.
2
1
2
1
2
1
),(),(),(
1111 11 
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Hence }{ kz  is Cauchy sequence, so it converges to )(TFz . By triangle 
inequality, we have 
),(),(),( kknn zzzxzx kk   . 
By taking limits as k , }{
kn
x  converges to )(TFz . From lemma 4 
),(lim pxn
n


 exists, so we have 
0),(lim),(lim 

zxzx
knk
n
n
 . 
Therefore }{ nx  converges to )(TFz .                             □ 
Next we establish the strong convergence theorem of (**) by using ( I )-
condition. 
Theorem 5 Let C  be a nonempty closed convex subset of a complete 
uniformly convex partially ordered hyperbolic space ),,( E  with monotone 
modulus of uniform convexity and CCT :  be a monotone generalized  -
noexpansive mapping on C  satisfying the ( I )-condition. Assume that there exists 
Cx 1  such that 11 Txx  ( 11 xTx  ) and }{ nx  is a sequence generated by (**). If 
T  has a fixed point in C  and )( 11 xppx   for any fixed point p , then }{ nx  
converges to a fixed point. 
Proof From lemma 5, 0),(lim 

nn
n
Txx . From the ( I )-condition, we have 
.0)))(,((lim
0),(lim)))(,((lim0




TFxdh
TxxTFxdh
n
n
nn
n
n
n

 
Since ),0[),0[: h decreases and 0,0)(,0)0(  rrhh , we have 
0))(,(lim 

TFxd n
n
. 
All the assumptions in theorem 4 are satisfied, so }{ nx  converges to a fixed 
point of T .                                                       □ 
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Remark 2 Theorem 5 implies the existence of the minimum(maximum) fixed 
point and the sequence converging to this. 
 
4. Numerical example 
In this section, we show that (**) converges to a fixed point faster than (**) by a 
numerical example. 
Let the mapping ]4,0[]4,0[: T  be defined as follows. 






.4,2
,4,0
)(
x
x
xT
 
T  is not a ( C )-mapping but a monotone generalized  -nonexpansive 
mapping for 
3
1
  ([14]). And it has a unique fixed point 0. 
With help of Mathematica Program Software, we obtain the comparison Table 1 
and Figure 1 for (*) and (**) with 9.0,45.0,65.0,85.0 1  xcba nnn . 
 
Figure 1 
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Table 1 
From the figure and table, we can see that (**) converges faster than (*) to the 
fixed point 0p . 
 
5. Application to integral equations 
In this section, we apply the results in previous sections to solve the following 
inequality equation in Hilbert space )],1,0([2 RL . 
]1,0[,))(,,()()(
1
0
0   tdzzxztBtytx             (10) 
Here are some basic concepts. 
Definition 9 ([3]) Let P  be a subset of a Banach space E . P  is said to be 
an order cone if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) P  is nonempty and }{P ; 
(ii) Pbyax  , for any ,x y P  and any nonnegative real numbers ba, ; 
(iii) }{)(  PP . 
If EP  is an order cone, then the partial order in Banach space E  with 
respect to P  can be defined as follows. 
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.Pxyyx
def
  
Definition 10 ([3]) Let P  be the order cone of the partially ordered Banach 
space E . P  is said to be fully regular if every increasing sequence of E  which 
is norm bounded converges. 
That is, for the sequence }{ na  of E  satisfying 
ManM
aaa
n
n


 :,
,21
N

 
, there exists Ea  such that 0  lim 

aan
n
. 
The order cone of )1)(],1,0([  pLp R  is fully regular. 
With sufficiently large r , set a closed convex subset C  as follows. 
}:)],1,0([{: 2 rxLxC  R . 
And define the mapping T  on )],1,0([2 RL  as follows. 
.))(,,()(:)(
1
0
0  dzzxztBtytTx  
The fully regular cone }]1,0[..0)(:),]1([0,{ 2  tea,tgLgP R  define the 
following partial order in )],1,0([2 RL . 
]1,0[..),()(:),],1,0([, 2  teatvtuvuLvu R  
Lemma 6 Assume that the following assumptions hold. 
(i) )],1,0([20 RLy  ; 
(ii) RR  )],1,0([]1,0[]1,0[: 2LB  is nonnegative, continuous and satisfies 
the following two properties for any ]1,0[, zt . 
(a) For any )],1,0([ , 2 RLvu   with vu  , 
uvuztBvztB  ),,(),,(0 .             (11) 
(b) There exists a nonnegative function ])1,0[]1,0([),( 2  Lf  and 
2
1
M  such that for any )],1,0([2 RLx , 
xMztfxztB  ),(),,(                  (12) 
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Then T  is monotone nonexpansive such that CCT )(  and Txy 0  for any 
Cx . 
Proof From the nonnegativeness of B , we have Txy 0  for any Cx . 
Now we prove that CCT )( . 
For Cx , from (12) we have 
xMdzztfy
dzzxztBy
dzzxztBtytTx






1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
),(
))(,,(
))(,,()()(
 
So by taking r  such that 
1
0
0 ),(
2
1
dzztfyr , we have CTx . 
Next we prove that T  is monotone. 
From (11), for any Cvu  ,  with vu  , we have 
TvdzzvztBtydzzuztBtyTu  
1
0
0
1
0
0 ))(,,()())(,,()( . 
Therefore T  is monotone. 
Finally we prove the nonexpansiveness. 
From (11), we have 
uvdzuvdzuztBvztBTuTv  
1
0
1
0
)),,(),,((  
, for any Cvu  ,  with vu  . 
This completes the proof.                                          □ 
Now we prove the existence of a solution of the equation (10). 
Theorem 5 Under the assumptions in lemma 6, T  has a fixed point. That is, 
(10) has a solution. 
Proof Set 01 : yx  . From lemma 6, 11 Txx  . 
For all Nn , set nn Txx  :1 . Since T  is monotone, we have 1 nn xx  for 
17 
 
all Nn . Hence }{ nx  is increasing. 
Since the order cone is fully regular, }{ nx  converges to its supremum x . From 
the nonexpansiveness, x  is a fixed point of T . This completes the proof.     □ 
Now we establish the convergence theorem for the solution of (10) by using the 
convergence result in section 3. 
We can easily prove that a Hilbert space is a uniformly convex hyperbolic 
metric space with monotone modulus of uniform convexity. In fact, since  
2222
)(2 yxyxyx   
for any yx,  in a Hilbert space, we have 
4
1
2
)4(
2
222






r
yx
ryx
 
if ryxryrx  ,, . 
Therefore the modulus of uniform convexity is  
4
11),(
2
 r . 
Hence the modulus of uniform convexity is monotone. 
We obtain the following result from theorem 2 in section 3. 
Theorem 6 Under the assumptions in lemma 6, let }{ nx  be a sequence by (**) 
with 01 yx  . Then }{ nx  - converges to a solution of (10). 
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